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Rates of convergence to the local time of a diffusion

Jean JACOD
Laboratoire de Probabilites, Universite P. et M. Curie et CNRS, UMR 7599,

4 Place Jussieu, 75252-Paris Cedex, France.

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Probabilités et Statistiques

ABSTRACT. - In this paper we consider the approximation of the local
time Lt of a 1-dimensional diffusion process X at some level ~, say x = 0
by normalized sums, say U:t, of functions of the values Xi for i -  nt as
n ~ oo. Our main aim is to prove an associated functional central limit

theorem fiving a mixed normal limiting value to the sequence of processes
Lt), for a suitable value of ~. © Elsevier, Paris

RESUME. - Dans cet article nous considerons 1’ approximation du temps
local Lt d’un processus de diffusion uni-dimensionnel au niveau x = 0
par des sommes normalisees Ut de fonctions des valeurs X i pour i  nt

-

quand n ~ oo. Notre objectif principal est de montrer un theoreme central
limite fonctionnel, donnant la convergence de la suite Lt ) vers
une limite qui est un melange de processus gaussien, pour une valeur
convenable de o;. @ Elsevier, Paris

1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS

1-1) It is well known that one can approximate the local time of a Brownian
motion, and more generally of continuous semimartingales, in many ways
by some sorts of discretizations: one may either discretize "in space", that
is use the random times at which the process hits a grid of mesh say
(this includes counting the number of upcrossings from 0 to 1/?~), or one
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506 J. JACOD

may discretize "in time", that is use the values of the process at times 
and in both cases let n go to oo.

When the basic process is the Brownian motion, space-discretization
approximations together with their rates are known. Rates for time-

discretization seem to be unknown except in some special cases (see
below), and a fortiori no rates are known when the basic process is a

diffusion process: finding these rates for time-discretizations, in the form
of a central limit theorem, is the main aim of this paper.

Let us introduce our basic assumptions. We consider a filtered probability
space (!1, 0, P) on which is defined a continuous adapted 1-

dimensional process X of the form

where W is a standard Brownian motion. The assumptions on b, a are such:

HYPOTHESIS A. - a is a continuously differentiable positive (non vanishing)
function on I~, such that the equation dYt, = d (Yt ) dWt with Yo = X o has a
(necessarily unique and strong) non-exploding solution. Further, the process
b is such that the laws of X and of Y are locally equivalent. D

Next, we denote by L the local time of the process X at level 0, given by

Next we describe the processes which approximate L. The simplest way
is to count how many times is close enough to 0, that is to consider
the processes

for a sequence Un of positive numbers going to infinity (here, [y] denotes
the integer part of y > 0; we take (i - 1 ) /n instead of for coherence

with further notation). These processes will converge in probability, after
normalization, to L. A bit more generally we can consider the processes

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



507RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO THE LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION

for a function g which "goes to 0 fast enough" at infinity: clearly (1.3)
is V(un, for = Even more general, and of interest for
statistical applications, are the processes

It is known that under suitable assumptions on g and assumptions slightly
stronger than (A) on the coefficients b, a, the processes g)’~
converge in probability to cL for some constant c depending on g and
on the function a. Further when b = 0 and a = 1 (i.e. X is a standard
Brownian motion), the normalized differences cLt)
converge in law to where W’ is another Wiener process, independent
of X: for example, Azais [3] has shown that

converges in probability (and also in (L2) to (1.6) counts the
number of "crossings" of the level 0 for the discrete-time process, and it is
equal to h)t for h(x, y) = The associated central

limit theorem mentioned above has been shown by Borodin ([4],[5]) in a
more general context, where is replaced by + .. + Zi) and

are centered i.i.d. variables (and in [5] many other related results
are exhibited).
Here we will first show that under quite general conditions, the processes

h)n converge in probability to the process cL, where c is a number
defined below (depending only as soon as ~cn / n --~ ~ and
~ 2014~ oo. Some related results have been proved by Florens-Zmirou [6].

Next, for the rates of convergence, we restrict to the case where

Then we prove that if 8 = ( ( 1 - cx) A ~)/2, the processes

cL) converge in law to a non-trivial limit, provided
a > 1/3, and we do not know what happens when rx  1/3. When
a = 1 /2 this essentially reproves the results of Borodin (relative to the
Brownian motion), with a different method allowing processes of the form
( 1.1 ). Observe that the rate of convergence ns is biggest when 0152 = 1 /2,
in which case it is n~~4: this is a bit surprising at first glance, but may be

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.



508 J. JACOD

interpreted as such: if a > 1/2, then ~7(~, h)n is of "order of magnitude"
?T~’~, that is is the "number" of nonnegligible terms in (1.5), and it
is only natural that the normalizing factor in the associated limit theorem
be n ~ 1- ~ ~ ~ 2 . When a  1 / 2, we still have n 1- a nonnegligible terms, but
most of them concern values of which are too far away from 0 to

give an appropriate information about the local time at level 0 (see Remark
2) after Theorem 1-2 for more explanations on this phenomenon).

1-2) Now we proceed to state the main results. Let us begin with some
notation. If g is a Borel function on R and 03B3 > 0 we set

Let p denote the density of the standard normal law For small

enough Borel functions h on 1R2, set

We will assume that h satisfies the following with some q > 0:

HYPOTHESIS B-q. - he function h on 1R2 is Borel and satisfies
h(x, v)  where a E (f~ and h is bounded with  oo. D

Finally, associate with any u > 0 and any function h on 1R2 the function

and consider the following condition on the sequence 

Recall also that a sequence of processes is said to converge locally
uniformly in time, in probability to a limiting process Z if for any t E I~+
the sequence sups  ~ ~ 2s - [ goes to 0 in probability.
THEOREM 1.1. - Assume (A) and (1.11), and let h satisfy (B-o). The

processes ~n h)n converge locally uniformly in time, in probability,
to 

For example h(x, y) = satisfies (B-q) for all 03B3 with a = 1

and h(x) = and a(B~~~~o~ ) _ ~ . So we recover Azais’ result in
a slightly more general situation.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabîlités et Statistiques



509RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO THE LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION

Remark. - When un/n does not go to 0, the theorem cannot be valid in
general, since the first summand in V(~~)~ is if X o = x, and
this quantity does not go to 0 in general.
When un does not go to infinity, the result is also wrong: for example if

Un = u is a constant, by Riemann approximation 1 n V(u,g)nt converges to
~o g(Xs)ds as soon as g is continuous. D

1-3) Let us turn now to the rates of convergence. For this we need first
to recall some facts about stable convergence. Let Yn be a sequence of
random variables with values in a Polish space E, all defined on the same

probability space (0, F, P), and let Y be a sub-a-field of 0. We say that
Yn converges ~-stably in law to Y, if Y is an E-valued random variable
defined on an extension (Q, fi, P) of the original space and if

for every bounded continuous f : E - R and all bounded Q-measurable
random variables U (and then (1.12) holds for all integrable U). This
convergence was introduced by Renyi [10] and studied by Aldous and
Eagleson [ 1 ], see also [8]. It is obviously stronger than the convergence in
law, and below it will be applied to cadlag processes yn with E being the
space of cadlag functions endowed with the Skorokhod topology.
For the conditional Gaussian martingales, we refer to [9] : denote by

(Qt) the filtration generated by the process X, V Ct. A (possibly
multidimensional) process Y defined on an extension ~, (~t), P) of the
original filtered space (0, Y, (Qt), P) is a Y-conditional Gaussian continuous
martingale with bracket C if the process C is adapted to the filtration (Qt)
and if Y is a continuous (necessarily Gaussian) martingale with bracket C,
for a regular version of the conditional probability knowing ~.

Next, we need a whole set of new notation. If f and g are functions on
R2 and R respectively, we put

Next, set

by a simple calculation.

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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Next, denotes the Brownian semi-group, given by Ptk(x) =

f k(x + The’ following two estimates, where k denotes a
Lebesgue-integrable function, are well known (and for the convenience of
the reader they will be reproved, along with other related estimates, in

Lemma 3-1 below):

where K denotes a universal constant. Hence if  oo and  00

and = 0, the series

is absolutely convergent and |F(k)(x)| ~ K(03B21(k) +03B22(k)|x|). If f has (B-
2) the function k = satisfies the above-mentionned conditions,
hence F(k) exists; further, if p denotes the law of the pair on

R x R+, where B is a standard Brownian motion starting at 0, with its local
time £ at level 0, the following expression is well defined:

When f and f’ have (B-2), we set

Using (1.15) again, if ~32(k) ~ oo and  oo, the integral

absolutely converges and [  So if f and f’ have
(B-2), we can set

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



511RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO THE LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION

Clearly r~ ( . , . ) and r~’ ( . , . ) are bilinear. That r~ ( f , f ) > 0 and r~’ ( f , f ) > 0 is
not obvious from ( 1.18) and ( 1.20), but it follows from the fact that these
quantities are limits of nonnegative numbers.
Below we state the results for a d-dimensional function h = on

1R2, so the processes U(un, h)n are d-dimensional, as well as Hh and 
THEOREM 1 .2. - Assume (A), let h = be a d-dimensional function

satisfying (B-r) for some r > 3, and set 8 = ( ( 1 - a) n cx) /2. Under either
one of the following:

(i) the function a is a constant (so X is a Brownian motion plus a
random drift),

(ii) the function h is differentiable in the first variable, with a partial
derivative satisfying (B-1 ),

the processes converge ~-stably
in law to a process Y = (YZ ) 1 id, defined on an extension of the
space (0, ~, (~t), P), and which is a ~-conditional Gaussian continuous
martingale with brackets as given below, in the following cases:

Remark 1. - There is another, equivalent, way to characterize the limit Y
above, when (Y2, = aijL. Namely one can construct on an extension of
the space a Wiener process W = having E(WfWf) = aijt and
independent of X, and we set 5l = W Lt’ This formulation is closer to the
formulation of Borodin [4] when 0152 = 1/2. In this case, the expression (1.18)
which is used to compute aij seems quite different from the corresponding
expression in [4], but of course the two agree.

Remark 2. - Suppose that we are in the Brownian case, I.e. b = 0 and

o- = 1, and also that h(x, y) = g(x). Denote by L~ the local time at

level x, and set

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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We have

If g is twice differentiable, with g, g’, g" satisfying (B-1 ), one can prove
that when Un = na and 03B1  1/2, then goes to 0 in probability,
while because L is Holder in time with any index smaller than 1/2 we also
have Lt) - 0: then the leading term in Statement (c) of
Theorem 1-2 is the second term in the right side of (1.25). When rx > 1 / 2
on the contrary, this second term is of order n-~~2 (because of the Holder
properties of Lf in x) and the leading term in Statement (b) is When

0152 = 1/2, both the first and the second terms in (1.25) have an influence
on the limit in Statement (a). In a sense, it is more natural to look at the
processes (1.24) rather than A(g)L. D

When y) = g(x) the expression for 6( f) becomes (see the end of
Section 6):

n

If H f = a(H f)g and H~l = ~(H f~ )g, all the terms in ( 1 . 1 8) in which F(.)
shows up disappear. In particular = g (x), = 1,
(1.18) becomes

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we show
how to reduce the proof to the case where X is a standard Brownian motion.
Section 3 is devoted to some preliminary estimates on the semi-group and
on the local time of the Brownian motion. In Section 4 we prove Theorem

1-1. For Theorem 1-2, in Section 5 the problem is reduced to a central limit
theorem for a suitable martingale (pretty much as one classically proves a
central limit theorem for mixing sequences by reduction to a similar result
for martingales), and we consider separately the cases 0152 = 1 /2, 0152 > 1/2
and ex  1/2 in Sections 6, 7 and 8.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



513RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO THE LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION

2. REDUCTION TO THE BROWNIAN CASE

In this section, and throughout a number of steps, we show how our
results for the process X having ( 1.1 ) can be reduced to the case where
X is the standard Brownian motion.

2-1) We will use several times the following method for constructing the
limiting processes Y and Z with a bracket of the form cL in Theorem 1-2
(c is a nonnegative symmetric d x d matrix): according to [9], the process
Y itself may be taken as the canonical process on the canonical space

(Q, (Ft)) of all continuous Rd-valued functions on then (H, 
is the product of ( S~, ~, ( ~t ~ ) by (.~’t ) ) ; finally, the measure on the
extension if = where Q(dw, .) is the unique
measure under which Y is a Gaussian martingale with deterministic bracket

and Yo = 0 (observe that Q is a transition probability from (S~, ~)
into (D, and also from (S~, ~t) into for all t, because L is

(~)-adapted by (1.2)).

2-2) Here we prove that one may assume 0t == Yt (recall that is the

filtration generated by X).
First, if X satisfies ( 1.1 ) and (A) relative to (.~’t), it also satisfies (1.1)

and (A) relative to (~), with the same function a and a drift process b’
and a Brownian motion W’ adapted to (~t): indeed, X is a continuous
semimartingale w.r.t. hence w.r.t. as well, with the (~~)-canonical
decomposition X = Xo + Bt + Mt (where M is the martingale part), and
the quadratic variation of M is jj Thus Wt = 
is a (Yt)-Brownian motion. Further, that Bt b’s ds for some bs follows
for example from Girsanov’s Theorem and Assumption (A), and clearly
the pair (b’, cr~ satisfies (A) as well.

Next, the local time L as defined by (1.2) is the same for and for

(~t). The processes h)n do not depend on the filtration, and Step
2-1 above yields that the limits in Theorem 1-2 depend only on L and on
the functions h and cr. Therefore one may always replace 0t by 0t, or in
other words we can and will assume that = 0t.

2-3) Here we show that we can replace the original space by the "canonical"
space.
More precisely let (03A9’, 0’ , (F’t)) be the canonical filtered space of all real-

valued continuous functions on endowed with the canonical process
X’. Define cp : ~ 2014~ n’ by X = X’ o cp, so that the law of X under P
is P’ = P o cp-1. Then standard arguments on changes of space yield that
if X satisfies ( 1.1 ) and (A) with (b, a) the process X’ (under P’) satisfies

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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( 1.1 ) and (A) with a b’ having b = b’ o cp and the same cr, and if L’ is the
local time of X’ under P’, then L’ o p is a version of L. Further the process

~)n associated with X’ by (1.5) has U(un, ~)n = ~)n o p.
Finally if we define the extension of (0’, 0’ , (0t ) , P’ ) as in Step 2-1 with

L’, we observe that Q (w, . ) == Q~((~((~),.). Therefore, with obvious notation,
we have jE/(~/(Y)) = E(U’ o while any random variable on

(0, 9) is a.s. of the form U’ o p: all these facts imply that if our theorems
hold for X’ under P, they also hold for X.

Henceforth, we may assume in the sequel that (0, 0, (7t)) is the

canonical space, endowed with the canonical process X.

2-4) Here prove the following property: if our results hold for a given
pair (a, b) satisfying (A), they hold for any other such pair (a, b’) with
the same function a.

Indeed, denote by P’ the law of the solution of ( 1.1 ) with b’. The two
measures P and P’ are equivalent on each a-field 7t (recall that by Step
2-3 we are on the canonical space). By (1.2), the process L is also a

version of the local time of X under P’. Further if a sequence An of
7t-measurable variables converge in Px-measure to a limit A (necessarily
Ft-measurable as well), we also have An - A in P)-measure. So our
claim is true for Theorem 1-1.

Now we define the extension for P’ as in Step 2-1, except that the measure
is now P’(dcv, = dcv). If for

all integrable variable U and bounded continuous function f on the space
of cadlag functions, we need to prove the same thing for P’ when U is
in addition bounded. Since Skorokhod convergence is "local" in time, it is

enough to prove it when U is Ft-measurable and f depends only on the
function up to time t, for any finite t. But if Zt denotes the density of P’
w.r.t. P on the a-field 0t , and since Q(., A) is 7t-measurable when A 6 J~,
we have and E’(U~‘(Y)) = E(ZtU f (Y)).
Since UZt is Px-integrable when U is bounded, we deduce the result:
hence our claim is true also for Theorem 1-2.

2-5) Suppose that our results hold for ( 1.1 ), when a, 1/03C3 and a’ are

bounded. We prove here, via a well-known localization procedure, that they
also hold without the boundedness of a, 1/ a and a’.

In view of 2-4), it is enough to prove this result when b = 0. For

each p > 1 choose a continuously differentiable function ap which is

bounded, as well as 1/Op and 7p, and such that a(x) whenever
 p. Observe that since b = 0, Equation ( 1.1 ) may be "inverted" to give

Wt = Now let X(p) be the (strong) solution to (1.1),

Annales de I’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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w.r.t. the same W. If Tp = inf(t : ] > p), we clearly have Xt = X(p)t
a.s. for all t  Tp. Hence all the processes showing up in our results
coincide a.s. for X and X(p) on the interval [0, Since ~’P fi oo, the
claim is thus obvious.

Hence all what precedes shows that it is enough to prove the results
when .~~ == gt and a, and a’ are bounded, and X is the solution
to the equation

2-6) In our last step, we consider Equation (2.1 ) with a, a’ and 1/cr
bounded, and we show how to reduce the two theorems to the case where
X is a standard Brownian motion starting at a fixed point x.

Consider an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable function T : 
R such that for some c > 0:

With any function h on and with the function T having (2.2) and the
sequence (un) of positive numbers, we associate the following functions:

Next, if 7, (~t ) ) is the canonical space endowed with the canonical

process X, we denote by Px the unique measure under which X is a

standard Brownian motion starting at x. The following auxiliary result will
be proved in Section 4:

PROPOSITION 2.1. - In the above setting, let h satisfy (B-o) and assume
(l.11 ). Let T satisfy (2.2) and associate hn with T, and h by (2.3). Then

a) The processes hn)n tend to ~ (.~-I~, ~ L locally uniformly in
time in Px-probability.

b) If h has (B-1 ), if h is differentiable in the first variable with a
partial derivative satisfying (B-1 ), and if n/~cn --~ 0, the processes

hn - h)n tend to 0 locally uniformly in time in Px-
probability.

Suppose also that Theorem 1-2 holds in the above canonical setting, for
each measure Px . We will presently see how to deduce the results in the
general case.

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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First there is a version of the local time L which works under each P~ .
Let M be any probability measure on R, and set P = f (so under
P, X is a standard Brownian motion starting at Xo, and the law of Xo is
/~). Since L is the same under each Px, it is also a version of the local time
under P, and it is obvious that Proposition 2-1 hold also for the measure
P. Since in Step 2-1 the transition measure Q depends only on cv through
L ( úJ ), if Px is the extension of Px, then with the extension of P given by
P it is also obvious that Theorem 1-2 holds for P.

By Step 2-3, Theorem 1-2 and Proposition 2-1 hold also when X is

a standard Brownian motion on an arbitrary space (0, 7, P), with
an arbitrary (possibly random) initial value, provided is the filtration

generated by X.

Let us now consider the case of Equation (2.1 ) with a, a’ and 1/03C3
bounded. Set

This function is of class C2, so by Ito’s formula, we immediately deduce
from (2.1) that the process Xt = 8(Xt) is a standard Brownian motion,
starting at the random point Xo = S (Xo ) . From the above, and since 
is also the filtration generated by X’ because S is invertible, Theorem 1-2
and Proposition 2-1 hold for X’. Moreover, we have the

LEMMA 2.2. - The process L’ = is a version of the local time
of X’ at level 0.

Proof - Let X+ and X - (resp. X’+ and X’~ ) be the positive and
negative parts of X and X’, and let L’ be the local time of X’. Not only
do we have (1.2), but also

Now, sign(S(x)) = sign(x), hence X’+ == 8(X+) and X’- _ -,S‘(-X -),
so the property 8’ (0) = l la(0) , the fact that L charges only the set where

_ 

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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Xg = 0 and Ito’s formula yield

Adding these two equations yields

On the other hand, (1.2) applied to X’, together with the fact that

dXt = S’(Xt)dXt (by Ito’s fonnula again) and that
sign(S(x)) = sign(x) again yields

Comparing the last two equalities gives L’ = D

The function S is invertible, and if 8-1 denotes its inverse we set

This function is twice differentiable and satisfies (2.2). Let h be an IRd-
valued function, with which we associate h’ = by ( 1.10), while hn is
associated with h’ (and T as above and a given sequence (un)) by (2.3).
Denote by U’ (un, h)n the process defined by (1.5) with X’ in place of X.
Since X = a simple calculation shows:

If h satisfies (B-r), so does h’. Thus (2.6) and Lemma 2-2 yield that
Theorem 1-1 is exactly Proposition 2-1 (a) for X’. It is also clear that (2.6),

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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Lemma 2-2 and Proposition 2-1 (b) for X’ and Theorem 1-2 for X’ yield
Theorem 1-2 for X, since if Un = na with a > 1 /3 implies -7 0

and since n > (when a is a constant, we have T (x) = x and
thus Proposition 2-1 (b) is trivial without any regularity assumption on h
because hn = h).
To summarize, at this point we are left to prove Theorem 1-2 and

Proposition 2-1, on the canonical space, with the canonical process X and
the Wiener measures Px.

3. SOME ESTIMATES

We give here some estimates on the semigroup (Pt) of the standard
Brownian motion. These are more or less known, but simple to prove.
Below, K denotes a constant which may change from line to line; when it
depends on an additional parameter u, we write it Ku.

LEMMA 3.1. - If t > s > 0 and 03B3 > 0 we have

Proof. - The density of the law N(0, t) is = Since

Ptk(x) + y)dy and p is bounded, we have (3.1 ). Next,

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



519RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO THE LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION

Taylor’s formula yields, with = 

If Ix - 1~~/2 (3.6) and (3.7) yield 8~c) ~  K while

otherwise > |x|/2, hence lul > IxI/2 and |p’t(x-03B8u| ~ K t 
t Hence for all x, u E and 9 E [0,1] we getL 

° ’ ’

Since furthermore e~~2/16t  (3.2) readily follows from (3.8).

Next, (3.6) and (3.7) yield ]  + hence

(3.3) follows from (3.8).

Next, we have 
-

Again (3.6) and (3.7) yield hence (3.4).

Finally,

A further application of (3.6) and (3.7) yields u) - ] 
~(t - s) ~s~~2, hence (3.5). D

LEMMA 3.2. - If for some 03B4 > 1 > 0, we have

for all t:

Proof. - Since (  ~+I(~+y,~~ls~y and

by an easy calculation, the result is

obvious. 0

Vol. 34, n° 4-1998.
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LEMMA 3.3. - If 03B3(k,x)nt == Ex(03A3[nt]i=2 k(y!nXi-l )), we haveLEMMA 3 .3 . - If 03B3 ( k,x) t = Ex ( 03A3 [n t]2 k ( n X i -1 ) n ), we have

If furthermore ~ ( 1~ ) == 0, then

proofi - We have == hence 03B3(k,x)nt 

E~’’ The estimates (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), E~i ~ ~ 2~,
~~~ ~  oo and ~~ ~ ~ 1 + give the results. D
We end this section with some simple calculations on the local time L. Put

where f satisfies  and q > 0. First, according to Revuz
and Yor [11], if L(a) denotes the local time of X at level a, under Po the
processes (Xt, L(a)t) and have the same law. Hence

Similarly, for t > 0:

Moreover, on knows (see e.g. [11]) that Li under Po has the same law
than ~i~ hence

The hitting time Tx of ~x ~ for X, under Po, has the density r ~

(r). Then (3.13) and the Markov property yield
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4. THEOREM 1-1

4-1) Recall once more that we are on the canonical space, with the canonical
process X and the Wiener measure Px. We first prove a version of Theorem
1-1 in the case ~cn = and for the processes (1.4). In this setting, this
version is indeed more general than Theorem 1-1, and has interest on its
own.

THEOREM 4.1. - a) If gn is a sequence of functions on (~ satisfying for
all x E R, as n 2014~ oo: 

,

then the processes converge locally uniformly in time, in

~1 (.Px), t0 O.

b) Let gn be a sequence of functions on (~ satisfying for all x E L~, as
oo:

If -~ ~ we have for all t:

If furthermore  oo, the processes converge

locally uniformly in time, in Px-probability, to aL.
Let us begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 4.2. - If the functions gn satisfy (4.2) and = 0, we have
1

Proof. - With = ]q(g, y)§f], we can write (use the
Markov property): 

~ 
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If À(g) = 0, (3.11) yields log n for n > 2, hence by
(3.10):

and (4.4) follows. D

Proof of Theorem 4.1. - We have 

+ so (a) obviously follows from (3.10).
Let us prove (b). The function g of ( 1.14) is g(x) = ~Xo!),

and by definition of the local time,

so by Lemma (2.14) of [7] we have the following convergence for all x:

Now let gn be a sequence satisfying (4.2) 2014~ A. We set

gn = ~ - A(~)~. ( 1.14) implies that the sequence gn satisfies (4.2) as well
and = 0, hence Lemma 4-2 yields --~ px 0. Since

gn)’z = + (4.3) follows from (4.6).
If finally  oo, up to taking a subsequence we may assume

that I) ----+ ~’. Then b+ :== ~~2 ~ and ----+ b- :== ~~2 ~‘ .
The processes and converge in Px -

probability to b+L and b_L for all t, and since they are non-decreasing
and with a continuous limit this convergence is locally uniform in time. By
difference we deduce the second claim in (b). D

4-2) Proof of Theorem 1-1 (under For further convenience, we first

introduce some new notation and some simple properties. For any function
h on 1R2 having (B-0), the process

is a Px-martingale w.r.t. the filtration F; = with predictable
bracket given by
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Observe also that for any function g on I~ we have

In (4.9) above, we have = Hence (3.10) and (4.9) yield
the following useful estimate: 

’~

Now we prove three lemmas, which are indeed too strong for proving
Theorem 1-1 but will be useful for Proposition 2-1.

LEMMA 4.3. - Let hn be a sequence of functions satisfying 
for some a E and such that

Then under (1.11) the processes un n U (un, hn - converge locally
uniformly in time, in Px-probability, to 0.

"’-

Proof - Observe that  Khn, so a combination of (4.7) and (4.8)
yields that the martingale 1!~ ( hn) n has a bracket smaller than ( n

(use the second part of (4.11 )) . Therefore E ( ~ nn nn -~

0 by (4.10) and (4.11 ) and ( 1.11 ), and the result follows from Doob’s
inequality. D

LEMMA 4.4. - Let gn be a sequence of functions satisfying

If further 03BB(gn) -+ a and satisfies (l.11 ) and ~ 0, the processesn

gn)n converge locally uniformly in time, in Px-probability, to cxL.

Proof. - a) Assume first that supn ,~1 (gn)  oo. In view of (4.9), and if
kn (~) _ ~gn (1~ ), we need to prove the convergence, locally uniformly
in time in Px-probability, of the sequence 1~L to aL.
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We readily check that  and K and

~1 ( ~n )   Hence by ( 1.11 ) and - 0 ’

the sequence (kn) satisfies (4.2), while A(kn) (a): the last
statement in Theorem 4-1 gives the result.

b) Let us now consider the general case. Up to taking a subsequence, we
can assume that 0152q for any q E N, and (4.13) readily
gives that cxq 2014~ ~ as q - 00.

Set 1~~, (x) = We have  C Kq by
(4.12), so (a) yields that converges locally uniformly in time
in Px-probability to Since a it thus remain to show that

as q - oo . By (4.10), the expectation above is smaller than

K ( n~ + l~q ~ ) ) . Thus the left side of (4.14) is smaller ~han

Kt limsuPn 03BB(|gn - Knq|) by ( 1.11 ), and this quantity goes to 0 as q - o0
by (4.13): hence (4.14) holds. 0

LEMMA 4.5. - Let g be a bounded and integrable function of (~, and let
T be a function satisfying (2.2), and set = g(unT(x/un)). If ~cn
satisfies (l.11 ) and ~cn /n -~ 0 the processes nn converge locally
uniformly in time in Px-probability 

Proof. - By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4-1, it suffices
to prove the result when g > 0, in which case it is enough to have the
convergence for each time t.

We can write

where (by the occupation time formula):

Since g is bounded, at - 0 follows from ( 1.11 ). Next, the variables

Lt tend to 0 and remain smaller (for all x and n) than a fixed
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finite variable U. Therefore

The first term in the right side above goes to 0 as n - oo for all q,
and the second term is smaller than which goes to

0 as q - oo : thus 

Furthermore 03BB(gn) = ~ g(x)T’(x un)dx, where T is the inverse function of

T. Since tends to 1 and remains bounded by (2.2), it follows

that 03BB(gn) ~ 03BB(g). Therefore the first term of the right side of (4.15) goes
(for all w) to 

It remains to prove that .Bt 0. Let Ct where

q? = We have
n

and ]  Ku;/n2. The above sum is thus smaller than which

goes to 0 by hypothesis: so it remains to prove that

Set vn = A simple calculation shows that 03B3ni = 
’" 

n

where hn = gn)ds. Since Ignl  K, by (4.10) yields that the
left side of (4.16) is smaller than + ~~ ( ~ f n ~ ) ), and we are left to
prove - 0. 

We can find for each integer p a function kp which is Lipschitz
with compact support and such that A(~ 2014  l/p. The function

= has  Since the action of the

kernel Pt is a convolution, we also  

Therefore 
,
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So it remains to prove that for each p, the last term above goes to 0 as

~ 2014~ oo. By Lebesgue Theorem, it is even enough to prove that for each s,
- 0. But if Y denotes an .JU(o,1 ) random variable,

this quantity is less than

Since vn --~ ~ and since kp is Lipschitz with compact support, and in
view of (2.2), this last expression clearly goes to 0 as n 2014~ oo, and we

are finished. D

Theorem 1-1 obviously follows from these results: assume ( 1.11 ) and
let h satisfy (B-0). When 0, we can apply Lemma 4-3 with
hn = h and Lemma 4-4 with gn = Hh and (4.7). Otherwise we apply again
Lemma 4-3 with hn = h and Lemma 4-5 with g = Hh and 
and (4.7) again.

4-3) Proof of Proposition 2-1. This proof will go through three steps.

Step 1. - First, we prove the claim (a). We assume that h satisfies
A

(B-0) with a and h. Define hn by (2.3), and set kn = Hhn . In view

of (2.2), it is clear that where a’ = and
= 

Obviously (2.2) yields that the sequence hn satisfies (4.11 ), hence Lemma
4-3 yields that goes to 0 locally uniformly in time in
Px -probability. So it remains to prove that tends 

locally uniformly in time in Px-probability. For this, by using exactly the
same argument than in the end of the proof of Lemma 4-4, we can and
will assume that  oo.

Observe that

Set 0152n (x, y) = JZ + y ) - ~ . A change of variable yields

where
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Now, (2.2) implies that ~(~,t/) - ~!  ~(~ + !T(~)!) and

+ T(( -!-)) - 1|  + |T(x un)|) and c  1
Thus 03C1(03B1n(x,y))  while |03C1’(y)|  K03C1(y/2). It follows by
Taylor’s formula that |03C1(03B1n(x,y)) - 03C1(y)| ~ K03C1(y~/2)(y2 n + |T(x un)|),
and thus ~c5,z(x,’J) - P(2I)~ ~ ~p(~/2)(~ + ~2’~"‘;,)~). Therefore if

= ~(~T(~/~)) we have

Combining (4.10) and the facts that h is bounded and that  oo,

we deduce that  + ~). and thus
fn)n tends to 0 in Px-probability locally uniformly in

time: therefore it remains to prove that tends to 

in Px-probability locally uniformly in time.

Suppose first that 0. The sequence f ~ satisfies

(4.12) and (4.13) (for the later, observe that (  hn and that

hn(x)dx -t h(x)dx). On the other hand, a change of
variable yields

p / B

which clearly goes to A(Hh) (since T’ is bounded and goes to 0 at 0): the
result then follows from Lemma 4-4.

Next, suppose that ~/~ 2014~ 0: the result readily follows from Lemma 4-5.

Step 2. - From now on we assume that h satisfies (B-1 ). In this step we
prove that with notation (4.7), the process Mn = h)n tends to
0 locally uniformly in time in Px probability. In view of (4.8) and of Doob’s
inequality, it is enough to prove that - 0.

Set gn(x) = As seen at the beginning of Step 1, g) i 
where a’ = and it readily

follows that gn (x) is bounded uniformly in x, n. Thus in view of ( 1.11 )
and (4.10), it remains to show - 0. We have
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Denote below II the quantity For any

q E N one may find a continuous function ~f~ on 1R2 with compact support,
such that ~ ~ 2014 gq 11 1/q. With the notation of Step 1, a change of
.variables yields

for a constant K depending only on E in (2.2). Now, if 0152~ denotes

the right side of (4.18) with gq instead of h, it then follows that

 -j- ~~’. Furthermore, since g~ is continuous with compact
support, it is immediate (by (2.2) again) that o~ 2014~ 0 as n - oo, for all q:
thus - 0 readily follows, and Step 2 is complete.

Step 3. - In view of Step 2 and of (4.7), in order to obtain Proposition
2-1 (b) it remains to prove that tends to 0 locally
uniformly in time in Px-probability when 0 and when h is

differentiable in the first variable with a partial derivative satisfying (B-l).
We use again the notation of Step 1. In particular Hhn-h = ~ 2014 Hh.

Using (4.17), we obtain 03BB(|kn - fn|)  -f- n ), while by definitions
of l~n and f n and the boundedness of h we have K. Then

(4.10) implies that

Since we have ( 1.11 ) and 0, the above goes to 0, and we are left
to prove the convergence of to

0, where gn(x) = (use (4.9)).
We assume that h’ = 8h/8x exists and has (B-1 ). We have

because Hh’ is the derivative of Hh. Since -~~ (  
by (2.2), it follows that
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Since h’, hence satisfy (B-2), we easily deduce that 

while on the other hand I  by construction of
gn: hence the sequence gn satisfies (4.1 ), and the result follows from

Theorem 4-1.

4-4) Finally we give a result which is simple, but will be used later.

THEOREM 4.6. - Assume (1.11) and (A), and let h = be

a d-dimensional function satisfying (B-o). Then the processes ~’n =

h)n - Hh)n) converge stably in law to a process Y,
defined on an extension of the space, and which is an ~-conditional Gaussian
continuous martingale with brackets

Proof - We have that V = (notation (4.7)) is a

martingale w.r.t. the filtration Further, under P~ any martingale
(w.r.t. (0t)) orthogonal to X is constant. Hence by Theorem 3-2 of [9],
the result will follow from the next three properties, where for any process
Z we put = 

By polarization, it is enough to prove these when h is 1-dimensional, which
we assume in the sequel.

First, by (4.8) the left side of (4.19) is ( Hh ) 2 ) t , hence
(4.19) obtains by Theorem 1-1.

Second, by a simple computation the left side of (4.20) is n~ 
where g(x) hence (4.20) obtains by Theorem 1-1 and

oo .

Third, another computation yields that I 
(where a and h are as in (B-

0)). Hence > ~ ~ |n0394niX| > for some
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Kg > 0. Therefore

(the constant K depends on a and on h). Therefore the left side of (4.21 )
is smaller than we conclude by Theorem 1-1 once
more and by the property - 0.

5. A BASIC MARTINGALE

It remains to prove Theorem 1-2, for the Brownian measures Px on
the canonical space; the d-dimensional function h satisfies (B-r) for some
r > 3, and Un == nQ with 1/3  a  1, and 8 = ((1 - a)/2. For
proving the convergence of the sequence 
we will use the same method as for Theorem 4-6. However the above

processes are not in general martingales, and our first task is to write them
as sums of a sequence of martingales to which the previous method applies,
and a sequence of processes which go to 0. In this section, we perform
this decomposition.
The processes of interest may be decomposed in a sum of four terms:

where Mn = M(h)n (see (4.7)), and () = and (recall (1.14)
for g):

As seen before, the process Mn is a martingale w.r.t. the filtration

as well as .~n by (4.5). It is not true for Nn and but

in this section we prove that is "negligible", while n 8 Nn is a

martingale plus a "negligible" term.
The term ~’~ is easy to deal with: the local time L has Holder paths

with index é for any c  1/2 (this is classical result, following for example
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from Kolmogorov’s criterion combined with (3.14)). Hence, since 8  1/2,
we have for all w G ~:

The case of Nn is more complicated. By (4.9), we have =

where

In the rest of the paper, the constants K, may depend on the function
h, via hand a. Observe that (B-r) and (1.14) yield

We also consider /3 E (0,1), to be chosen later, and set wn = and

Due to (5.5) and Lemma 3-1 we have for 03B3 E [0, r - 1] :

On the other hand, put
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Observe that

so a simple computation yields

First (5.8) and (5 .11 ) yield that sup~ is smaller, up to a multiplicative
constant, than (n&#x26;-~~2 + + ns+a-1 ~ log n. Now, the definition of 8
implies that all the powers of n in the previous bound are negative, and thus

LEMMA 5.1. - a) If 03B2 E ( 1 - a, 1), then Bn goes to 0 in Px-probability,
uniformly over all finite intervals.

b) E ((1 - 2c~~+, 1), then - 0.

Proof - Set gn = Observe that = 0 as soon as

= 0, so here (5.5) yields = 0. Hence (a) (resp. (b)) follows
from Theorem 4-1 (a) (resp. Lemma 4-2) if we prove that the sequence gn
satisfies (4.1) when /3 > 1 - a (resp. (4.2) when fl > (1 - 2a)+).
When a > 1/2, (5.9) yields

and all the claims are obvious.

When a  1 / 2, (5.9) yields for a11 ~ E (0, r - 3] :

" . - . , - "’ ./

Then again, all the claims are easy to check, since a > 1 /3. 0
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] 0

for all t.

Proof - Let ~3 be as above, and choose {3’ in ( 1 - a,l). With (3’
we associate the processes W’n, A’n, and B’n. Let cn := An + Bn =
n8 Nn - W n and C’" = A’" + B~. 

,

By the previous lemma and (5.14), C’n tends to 0 in probability, locally
uniformly in time, and also C~ and Ctn tend to 0 in Then the

processes Z’~ = C’n = t~~ 2014 W n are martingales and satisfy
- 0 for all t.

Following Aldous [2], we deduce that in fact zn tends in probability to
0, locally uniformly in time, hence the same holds for cn. D

6. THEOREM 1-2, THE CASE a = 1/2

Here we prove Theorem 1-2 when a = 1 / 2, hence 8 = 1 / 4. Let us take
/3 = 1 /4 in the definition (5.10) of W n . In view of (5.1 ), (5.3) and Lemma
5-2, we are left to prove that the sequence

stably converges to the limit Y, as described in Theorem 1-2. Note that yn
is a locally square-integrable martingale w.r.t. the filtration so

exactly as for Theorem 4-6 the result will follow from (4.21), (4.22) and
the following (which replaces (4.19)):

By polarization, it is enough to prove these when h is 1-dimensional, which
we assume in the sequel. Combining (6.1 ), (5.2), (5.10), (5.12), (4.7), plus
the facts that kn = n1 ~4 (Hh - and that #n = Fn + kn, we obtain

Proof of 4.21. - By (6.3), (5.8) and (B-r), 
Since ==

n
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by (3.13), while (3.16) yields that G(l,6,.) is

bounded, we n get Ex(|0394niYn|6|Fi-1))  This yields
 and thus (4.21)

holds. 
~ "

In view of (6.3) and (3.13), the left side of (4.20) is

+ ~(7~)? + ~(V~)~ where

First, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality  1 n1/4 ~
Then (5.5) and (3.2) give  + 

hence 
_ _ , - ,

It follows that ] and are smaller than Kn-1/4, so the sequence
gn satisfies (4.1), and 0.

Next, c ~ (~’1Fn (~)) ~~2. We have 

by (5.7). Then (3.9) yields
(P~~n(~))~~2  + and thus

Hence ] and are smaller than so the sequence
gn satisfies (4.1 ) and 0 by Theorem 4-1.

Finally, consider Since Eo(LiXi) = 0 for symmetry reasons, one
has G(,f,1, x) = 0 by (3.16), so (3.15) and (3.16) give

By the change of variable r = x2/s we obtain
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Then the sequence g~ satisfies (4.1 ) and ---~ px 0 by Theorem
4-1 again.

Proof of 6.2. - In this proof, we set k = Hh - 8g = and

F’n = and Fn = Fn/n1/4. Observe that 03BB(k) = 0, so F := F(k)
_ 

v

may be defined by ( 1.16), and by (5.7) we see that both Fn (x) and Fn (x)
converge to F(x) and stay smaller than + 
By (6.3) and a simple computation, and if = h(x, g - x) + Fn (y),

the left side of (6.2) is + 

where (recall (1.13), (3.12) and (3.13)):

First we observe that by (3.15) and (3.16),

Hence A(g’) = = 3 g ~ , and we obtain that

converges in Px -probability to by Theorem 1-1.

So in order to prove (6.2), and in view of Theorem 4-1, it suffices to show
that the two sequences g~, and gn satisfy (4.2) and

The sequence gn: First we have

Since  ~/~~(1+~/~/~~~) by (5.9) and  K log n
by (5.8), we see that + - o. Since F,~(x) --~

and  K(l + we see that - and

that  Kh(x)(l + so ~(H~,Fn) -~ ~(Hh,F), hence the
first property (6.4).

If Fn = we have  2P1k2 + 2P1F’n and 
Hh,k + (B-r) implies ~S (1~2)  00 for all s E [0, r], so (3.2) yields
Pll~2(~} ~ K(e-x 2 ~2 ~+ 1+~~~r )  1+K ~r , while clearly  

Kh by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. On the other hand we have seen in the
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proof of (4.20) that  + ~~n-1~g I2r-2~~ and by
(5.7) the same majoration holds for while I  KhP1F’2n
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again. Putting all these together yields

Then  K(logn)2 and ~( ~gn ~)  and ~(gn) 
K(log n)4n1/4 and ,Q1 (g.,z)  It readily follows that the
sequence gn satisfies (4.2).

The sequence (3.16) yields for x # 0:

The change of variable x = yVT gives

Then Fn(x) -~. F(x) and  + readily give the last

property (6.4) (recall (1.17), and observe that p is the law of (Xl, L1 )
under Po). Further, (H-r) implies that the expectation in the expression
(6.5) for x ~ 0 is smaller than Hence

It is then obvious that the sequence gn satisfies (4.2).

Proof of 1.26. - Finally, let us verify that (1.26) holds when h(x, g) _
g(x). First we have Hh = g. Second,

by (3.16) and the change of while G(l, 1, ~ ) = g(x).
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7. THEOREM 1-2, THE CASE a > 1 / 2

Here we prove Theorem 1-2 when a E ( 1 / 2,1 ), hence 8 = (1 - cx ) / 2.
We will choose /3 such that 0  ( 1 - a) A (2a - 1) : this choice is

possible, and yields /3  1/3 and /3  a.

First, observe that L) = + Qn) (this is

(5 .1 ) when y) = g ( x ) ), and by Theorem 1-2 applied with a = 1 / 2 and
h(x, y) = g(x) these processes converge stably in law. In view of (5.3), it

follows that stably converge in law as well. Coming back to the
case a > 1 / 2, hence 8  1 /4, we deduce that converges in law to 0.

This and (5.3) and Lemma 5-2 imply that for Theorem 1-2 with a > 1/2
we are left to prove that the sequence

stably converges to the limit as described in the theorem. Again yn is

a locally square-integrable martingale w.r.t. the filtration so

exactly as for Theorem 4-6 the result will follow from the properties (4.20),
(4.21) and

By polarization, it is enough to prove these when h is 1-dimensional,
which we assume in the sequel. By (4.7), (5.10), (5.12) and (7.1 ), we have

Proof of 4.21. - (B-r), (5.8) and (7.3) yield |0394niYn| 
,+ ns-1/2 logn), hence  -I-

n

nq{s-1/2) log n). This quantity is smaller than 1/n2 if q is large enough,
hence (4.21 ) follows from Tchebicheff’s inequality.

Proof o, f’ 4.20. - By (7.3), the left side of (4.20) is ~ V ( gn ) t , where

In view of Theorem 4-1 (a), it suffices to prove that the sequence gn
satisfies (4.1 ). Since a > 1/2, it follows from (5.7) and (3.9) that
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 + ~xn-~ 22 ~2T-21. On the other hand,
(5.5) and (1.9) yield + 1/(1 + hence

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality  ~i-~)/2~(~" ~~) +
Thus (7.4) yields

Hence  and  (1°g n~I n~a ~>/2: since ~3  a,

we obtain the desired result.

Proof of 7.2. - In view of (7.3), the left side of (7.2) is na-1 V (na, Hh2 -
(Hh)2)nt + + where

First, Theorem 1-1 gives that ~ 

(Hh)2)Lt in Px-probability. Thus it is enough to prove that

Let us study first gn : we will prove that this sequence satisfies (4.2) and

-~ ~ (Hh ), thus obtaining the first condition in (7.5) by Theorem
4-1. By (5.7) and (7.4) we have

Hence ]  and  
and ,C3~ (gn)  and  
in view of j3  a and !3  2a - 1, we readily observe that the sequence
gn satisfies (4.2). 

’
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Next, we easily obtain 03BB(gn) = F2n)). But we may write
F,~ ) = vn + zn , where

Then  Kn~~~-a(9(~) ~ na 1~2~(na 1~2~)~~ and it fol-

lows 0. Moreover, (5.5), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9)
give  Kn~~2-~ (log n~/(1 --E- (~n-~I2 ~r-1 ), hence 

0. Finally, we trivially have 
hence the first part of (7.5) holds.

Let us turn now to the sequence We have 
By (7.4) we obtain that 

thus  Klogn and  logn~
0, and Theorem 4-1 (a) yields the second condition in (7.5).

8. THEOREM 1-2, THE CASE a  1 / 2

Here we prove Theorem 1-2 when a G (1/3,1/2), hence 8 = c~ / 2 . We
will choose ,~ such that

This choice is possible, since 1/3  a  1/2.
As seen in Section 7, stably converge in law. Since 8  1/4, we

deduce that n8 Rn converges in law to 0. On the other hand, 
converges in law by Theorem 4-6 and since 6  (1 - a) /2 it follows that
the sequence n8 Mn tends in law to 0. These two facts, plus (5.3) and
Lemma 5-2, imply that for Theorem 1-2 with a  1 /2 we are left to prove
that the sequence of martingales yn = W n stably converges to the limit
as described in the theorem. Hence once again the result will follow from
the properties (4.20), (4.21) and
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By polarization, it is enough to prove these when h is 1-dimensional,
which we assume in the sequel. By (5.10) and (5.12), we have

Proof of 4.21. - (5.8) yields  and thus (4.21)
obviously holds.

First, (1.9) and (5.5) yield + for

-y E [1, r - I], hence

Then clearly Kn-l/4 and for e- > 0 small

enough: the sequence gn satisfies (4.1 ) and -7Px 0 by
Theorem 4-1.

Next, observe that = 0, hence 03BB(Fn) = 0 = 0. So in

view of Theorem 4-1, it suffices to prove that the sequence gn satisfies

(4.2). It follows from (5.7) and (3.9) that for 03B3 E [0,03B3 - 1] :

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality ~ 1 n(P1 F2n(x))1/2. Thus for ~ > 0
small enough,

In view of (8.I) it is then obvious that (4.2) is met by g~.
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Proof of 8.2. - By (8.3), the left side of (8.2) is gn ) t , where
g.,-z = ~ n F2 ) . In fact l~~ -E- so we can write

gn = gn -E- zn -f- zn, with

Then (8.3) will follows from the next three properties:

v

2) By (5.8) we have |Zn|  while (5.9) gives
 Kn~~2-~-a~2 and  I~nt1-~-~~~2 because

{3 > 1 - 2a. It readily follows that the sequence ~ satisfies (4.1), and the
second property in (8.4) is satisfied.

3) In order to prove the last property in (8.4) it is enough by Theorem
4-1 to show that the sequence zn satisfies (4.2), since obviously = 0.

By (3.4) and (5.5) we have + y) -  Then

IFn(x + ~) - 1  + and

where the last equality follows from (5.7) and (3.9). It follows clearly
(using again /3 > 1 - 2a, and (5.5)) that

Hence the sequence zn satisfies (4.2) as soon as /3  1 /3, which is met by
(8.1 ): so we have the last property in (8.4).
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4) In view of Theorem 4-1, the first property in (8.4) will hold if we

prove that the sequence Yn satisfies (4.2) - y/(h~). By (5.8),
we have  therefore (5.5) yields  Klogn,

 K log n, and Knl/2 - alogn 
K(log n)2, which clearly imply that (4.2) is satisfied.

5) To simplify the notation we write v~ = na-1/2. Set 

so kn(x) = A simple calculation
shows = and thus

Now,  K for z = 0,1,2 (use the fact that vn  1). So we deduce
from (3.1 ), from (3.3) and ~r (.~n ) = 0, and from (3.5), that

Putting all these together with (8.5) yields

Hence = has C
l(n(a-l)/2 + + ~~In-(a+,~)I2)_ Since  .Kns

and  we obtain ~Jn~)  +

~(i-/?-2c.)/2~ - 0 because /3 + 2a > 1 and a  1/2. Further if

t/~ = ~°° we have = a(~n ) . Hence it remains to prove
that ~(~n) ~ r~’(h, h).

6) Now we study = where gn (~) = g(x/vn)/vn.
In fact we compare with G(x), where G = 

If we set = we have G(x) = ~~0 is (x)ds.
Set also = 2~rs 1 e-~ 2 /2s - so that
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Now, = so (3.1 ) and (3.3) and vn ~ 1 yield

Dividing the integral in (8.6) in two pieces, from 0 to c and from s to oo,
and using (8.7) for the first piece and (8.8) for the second piece, we get

If in = 2~G, and taking e = v~ above, we thus get ~~(~) - ] 
+ )x)). Thus ~(~~~ -  0, and it remains

to prove that - r~‘(h, h).

7) Apply (3.4) and the majorations -~(e’~’/~ - 1)! ~ (easily
deduced from (3.6) and (3.7)) to obtain Thus

if we cut the integral G(vnx) - G(0) = in three

pieces, from 0 to e (use (8.7)), from ~ to A (use what precedes) and from
A to 00 (use (8.8)), we get if 0  e  1  A  oo:

Taking c = vn and A = gives

Now we can write

Recalling that rJ’(h, h) = 26’G(0) and that À(g) = 1, it follows
that

r

by (8.9), and we are finished.
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